Speaking style shifts following verbal and nonverbal interaction.
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Alignment and
Convergence

Materials
Participants provided 3-minute
descriptions of a picture as
monologues. Dialogues were 5-minute
joint descriptions of a different picture.

Interlocutors’ speech
tends to converge.
Why?

Social theories:
3.Mimicry
We mimic those we
like, and this does not
change our habits in
the long term [3].

Research question
Cognitive theory
predictions:
Convergence should
only occur after
linguistic interaction
Social theory:
Convergence will occur
after any verbal or nonverbal social interaction

Experiment Design
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We are interested in the LSM score between partners at Times 1, 2 and 3, and
within a person between times 1 and 3.

Figure 1: Within-participant LSM scores between T1
and T3. Monologue participants most self-consistent.
Self-matching

Cognitive theories:
1.Alignment theory
Interlocutors prime
each other, so
linguistic and mental
representations tend to
align [1].
2.Implicit learning
Priming is the result of
long-term changes in
linguistic
representations [2].
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Figure 2: Similarity between partners at the end
depends on similarity in conversation.

Language Style
Matching (LSM)
• LSM is a measure of
linguistic similarity
between two
speakers (or two
monologues from the
same speaker) [4].
• Compares the
similarity in the
proportion of function
words in nine
categories.
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Discussion
• Participants were most self-consistent when they did not
interact with another person. This occurred even without verbal
interaction (Figure 1). Linguistic change, rather than
convergence, best describes the data.
• Participants who were more similar in dialogue were more
similar to each other at the end. (Figure 2).
• Implicit learning and priming (i.e. linguistics factors) may not be
the only factors that determine language choices. Verbal and
nonverbal social dynamics may affect how much we talk like
someone else.

